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INTERIM REPORT OF THE FAMILY JUSTICE REVIEW 

 

The ALC welcomes the publication of the Family Justice Review’s interim report.   

 

We hope that many of the proposals will be considered uncontroversial, and implemented as quickly as 

possible These include the creation of a single Family Court with specialist family judges and magistrates, 

mandatory continuity of judge throughout a case, stronger judicial case management, ending the requirement 

for a panel best interests decision to be made before a placement application can proceed, fast track hearings 

of simple private law cases, extending the new IT system being commissioned by the Ministry of  Justice to 

family cases.  Even if these were the only changes that could be made, they would have a very significant 

impact on delay, and would dramatically improve outcomes for children. 

 

We see the proposal to create a Family Justice Service, with responsibility for  

 the courts; 

 court reporting functions presently carried out by Children’s Guardians, Guardians ad litem and 

reporting officers and Family Court Advisors; 

 pre-court initiatives designed to lessen the need for legal proceedings; 

  family legal aid 

as a real opportunity to introduce and encourage joined up thinking, both for public law and private law.  

Making good information readily accessible, and encouraging parental responsibility from the earliest 

possible stage, are excellent proposals,  

 

We particularly welcome the interim report’s acknowledgement that it shares the concerns of our 

organisation and other representative bodies about the government’s proposed changes to legal aid in private 

law family cases. .The interim report acknowledges that many of these cases are complex, and the review 

panel share our concern that, without legal aid, parties will not be able to conduct their cases effectively and 

that this may lead to longer cases and more delays. 

 

Such reservations as we do have at this early stage, relate to the interface between these proposals and those 

parts of the system which will remain outside the ambit of the proposed new Service.  Judges will only feel 

able to endorse an outline care plan for a child if they have confidence both in local authority social workers 

to fill in the details properly after the case has ended, and in the Independent Reviewing Officer to ensure 

that this is done.  The final proposals of the parallel Munro review of social work will be announced in June 

2011.  If adopted they will lead to significant improvements in social work quality, but these will inevitably 

take some years to work through.  We hope that the Family Justice Review panel will stop short of 

proposing statutory control of the length of cases.  Delays will, we think reduce sharply as a result of the 

changes to which we referred to above. 

 

As ever, with such sweeping changes, the devil is in the detail, and we very much look forward to 

contributing to the 12 week period of consultation which has now opened.    Meanwhile we urge the 

government not to proceed with any major change in family legal aid until it has had an opportunity to 

consider the Family Justice Review’s final report, due in the autumn. 
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ENDS- 

 

Notes for Editors 

 
1. The ALC is a national association of lawyers working primarily in the area of public child care law.  It has 

over 1200 members, mainly lawyers who act for children, parents, other adult parties, or local authorities, as 

well as other legal practitioners and academics.   It also has associate members such as Children's Guardians, 

social workers and other professionals such as medical staff.   Its Executive Committee members are drawn 

from a wide range of experienced practitioners practising in different areas of England and Wales, including 

London, Birmingham, Manchester and Leeds, as well as in shire counties and small rural areas.   Several 

leading members are specialists who have over 20 years experience in child law, including local government 

legal services, and several hold judicial office. 

 

2. The Association exists to promote access to justice for children and young people within the legal system in 

England and Wales. Within that framework, its aim is to develop and improve the practice of lawyers in 

meeting the needs of children who become involved in legal processes by promoting standards of best 

practice and interdisciplinary training.   

 

3. ALC contact details: 

 

Administrator:  Julia Higgins  

Telephone:  020 8224 7071 

Email:   admin@alc.org.uk 

Website:   www.alc.org.uk 

Address:   ALC, PO Box 283, East Molesey, KT8 0WH. 
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